In paper industry the process of making paper is done in different stages. The last stage is drying of paper by using Yankee Dryer. This dryer consist of steam inside it which heats up the surface of dryer and the paper rolled around it gets dried. The main purpose of using this dryer is to remove the moisture content of paper up to 42-45%. . At present, the industries are using the dryer which contains the steam inside it. Generation of steam is also done by that particular industry on small scale which uses boiler and wood for the production. There are so many drawbacks of using this generation process which leads us to use electric heating of dryer surface. By using electrical techniques for drying the surface of Yankee Dryer we can reduce the maintenance cost as well as use of wood will be reduced which will reduce deforestation. It is pollution free, less hazardous and environmental friendly technique. We can control the temp. by changing the current which is very useful for production of different papers in same industry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Paper is used for printing, writing and a variety of other applications. In paper mils the function of paper machine is to form the paper sheet and remove the water from the sheet. A paper machine is divided into three parts wire section, the press section, the drying section. The drying section removes moisture from 49% to 89%. The drying section uses around 2/3 of total energy requirement for making a paper. In drying section industry uses steam to heat the surface of dryer. The steam production separately done in industry which is having various disadvantages as below  Existing system pollute the environment in their production, creating more hazards for future global health.  Not secured.  Involves manual work.  Not time efficient.  Deforestation.
II. NEED FOR ELECTRICAL HEATING SYSTEM
In paper industry, Yankee Dryer is used to dryer the paper. A Yankee Dryer also called as MG Dryer is a pressure vessel having steam inside it. In industry, Yankee Dryers are mainly used to remove excess moisture from the pulp which is then converted into a paper. The paper goes from 42-45% dryness to 89% dryness. [1] MG dryers or MG cylinders are made up of Cast Iron and have diameter up to 6m. The surface of dryer is made up of MS still.
Figure 1.1 Design of Yankee Dryer
Heating of Yankee dryer The Yankee dryer is heated from the inside by overheated steam that having a pressure of 6-9 bar depending on paper to be produced.
[2] The dryer is heated by passing steam inside it which gets condensed after releasing some energy to the surface of dryer. The condensate is removed by using condensate headers. These headers act as a straw and suck the condensate out of the dryer. The condensate is created because the paper wrapped outside the dryer surface takes part of energy to get dry and thus the temperature of steam lowers and forms condensate. The steam is passed again inside the cylinder and condensate is removed, this process goes on. The surface temperature of Yankee Dryer is kept from 160-180 ℃.
[1] For the production of steam, the industry uses small scale steam generation plant. This generating consists of boiler which generates steam with help of wood fire. The industry borrows wood for firing inside plant. The wood is fired and heat generated is given to the boiler which generates steam from water. This steam is then passed through pressure vessels and given to the dryer heads at required temperature and pressure.
Drawbacks of the existing System Since the existing system uses steam, the drawbacks of the system are as follows:  Use of wood for the generation of steam cause part of deforestation. 
Polluting the nearby environment while generating the steam by using boiler.  Man power is required for generation and maintenance.  Not secured and time consuming.  Requires separate generating plant which is waste of area. 
No automation is used.
III. CASE STUDY
The educational visit to the Bansi paper mill, Sangli introduced us to the concept of paper industry and along with which we got the main idea of this project. The industry has the traditional concept of paper industry with some technical modifications in the making of same. The initial stages of paper industry is the mains or the goods through which the paper is made. The paper is collected in the form of different materials such as boxes, cardboards, raw paper material. The main material of this industry is the brown heavy density boxes which are turned into the layer of brown paper by the industry.
The initial stage consist where the paper is dumped into the mechanism used to pour down the paper through the large holes into the tanks where they are churned into the churner along with addition of water in it. This make paper thin down and hence form into a pulp. This pulp is next poured out to a new platform where the procedure of taking out all the metallic and unwanted parts of the paper pulp out of it. This may contain the pins, staples, plastic materials, bills, sticks , etc.
The pulp is then brought down onto the next installment where its poured along with additions of various chemicals which introduces this pulp to the paper mixture along with some portion of alum in it for the gloss and shine for the same. This is the main mixture which is brought down on the 'god sheet' where the pulp is finally spread down on the sheet to thinner down into the making of paper. The thin sheet is narrowed down across the rollers to meet the dimensions of the required content of the product. This then is brought to the main process of drying of the moisture content let within the paper made of pulp.
Thus this 45% moisture content is brought down to 5-7% and then the 'M.G. fryer or the "yankee dryer' dries of the remains within. The moisture content when totally dries off, the paper is rolled according tp the requirement and so is the cutting of that product is taken into consideration thus evolving to the final product that is paper. This involves the yankee dryer to dry off the paper with the mechanism of steam passing within it, thus heating the drum's temperature on the surface.
This steam is generated through the boiler plant situated besides the factories plant. The boiler generates 20bar heat and the steam generated is brought towards the dryer inside the factory with the help of pipes and then inserted inside the dryer.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM As mentioned above, the drawbacks of the existing system leads us towards using electrical system for the drying of paper. Our objectives are:  To achieve low maintenance.  To reduce pollution created by steam production from boiler. 
To reduce man power.  Time saving. 
To get effective and uniform heating system.
We are going to use heating coil inside the dryer. The temperature of the coil can be adjusted by varying the current. This coil is connected to the shaft of the cylinder. We are going to use CuNi44 material coil for heating. The maximum operating temperature of this material is 400℃. This material does not exhibit any ferromagnetism hence it is purely resistive coil. Due to this the power factor problem will not be occurred. This paper is an attempt to understand the present advancements in the fields drying section of paper industry and results obtained on case study clearly demands a huge scope on improvements to be done in existing systems to upgrade system performances. We are currently working with development of automated system that can adjust the temperature and we will get better efficiency with reduced human efforts and updates of work carried will be explained in our upcoming papers with successful experimentation and validation of results with real time systems.
V. PROTOTYPE MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
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